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About This Game

Fight till the last drop

Coffence is a fast-paced blend of fighting games and twin stick shooters with a dash of caffeine. Coffe 5d3b920ae0

Title: Coffence
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Sweet Bandits Studios
Publisher:
Sweet Bandits Studios
Release Date: 25 Oct, 2018

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Core I5

Memory:
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This game is original with the control and look great, but the AI put salt in my cup of coffee. The early version is hard. I will
wait the multiplayer for be able to play versus human. I try it with other people in local and that was really great. Look like to be
a good party.. A unique spin on a fighting game. Came for the coffee puns, stayed for the cup collection.. This game have a lot
of potential with an interesting thematic and an original art style.. While this kind of game isn't really my cup of tea, and that the
beans are not quite mature yet, I can see that the barristas working on this are in the process of brewing something that can turn
into a quality cup of joe. Joking asside, these guys are professional with a strong will to make quality products. Yes, there is a lot
of work left to be done, but I have every confidence in the team's dedication.. This game have a lot of potential with an
interesting thematic and an original art style.. A friend bought this game for us for online play with a friend and online play is
completly broken with it currently being a completly bug ridden state. So if you plan on getting this for playing rounds online
with friends don't their online play is not working in the slightest.. Really good game, need more work on it but we have playing
it with my friend. Keep doing what you do and make it even better. The control and the mechanic of the games are pretty cool
and easy to learn, we only need a tutorial to help people that start playing this game and every move available (Slide, Dash). I've
found new move after playing it for 1 hours.. This game have a lot of potential with an interesting thematic and an original art
style.
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